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NEBRASKA ASSESSMENT EDUCATION AND 

CERTIFICATION ADVISORY BOARD 

 

OCTOBER 16, 2018 

Telephone Conference 

 

Call To Order: 

 

Meeting was called to order at 10:03 a.m. by Cyndy Hermsen. 

 

Roll Call: 

Present: Jeff Hackerott, Rose Nelson, Pat Sandberg, Cyndy Hermsen and Ruth Sorensen. 

 

Absent: Dottie Bartels and Barb Oswald 

 

Others Present: None 

 

Proceedings: 

 

Announcement of the open meeting act were read and made available in the room. 

 

A copy of the draft educational calendar was emailed to all members on September 24, 2018 for 

their review and discussion at today’s meeting.  

 

Pat Sandberg motioned to accept the minutes from the August meeting as submitted and 

seconded by Rose Nelson. 

 

Items of discussion: All committee members were pleased with the 2019 classes that are 

tentatively scheduled. Rose asked about offering USAP classes on future educational calendars, 

possibly starting in 2020. Cyndy had reached out to Brad Moore earlier and had not yet heard 

back from him and will reach out to him and others that teach USAP in Nebraska. Pat asked 

about IAAO 151 full two day class being offered in the future also.   

 

Jeff wanted to make sure IAAO 101 remains on the 2019 calendar with the understanding it is 

dependent on the number of participants. With many new assessors coming in we feel confident 

that participation will be successful. Pat added that having IAAO 101 in 2019 and waiting until 

2020 for IAAO 300 would be helpful for counties budgets. She also encouraged consideration 

for more classes be considered in Broken Bow, currently we have one of the Grading & 

Conditioning classes on June 11-12 scheduled there for 2019. 

 

 Pat and Rose both feel that the Manufactured vs Modular vs Stick Homes class will be very 

good and much needed class. They thought it could be offered more than once, however it was 

noted that the class location is limited to the communities where construction of the homes are. 

Cyndy offered to send the latest list PAD has of those communities after the meeting. Ruth 

added that we will be looking at the northeast part of that state for classes as well if we continue 

to have positive participation. 
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Cyndy will work on finalizing the details for all venues. 

 

Other items of discussion: 

 

It was asked if they liked how Ruth attached information of upcoming IAAO webinars to her 

monthly email and if she should continue to do this. All agreed that it was a great idea and to 

continue. 

 

Since the 2019 Education calendar was accepted it will be updated with the final information to 

the PAD website 

 

Pat suggested that we meet in December at the NACO conference in Kearney. All agreed that 

this would be a good time to go over all the final arrangements discussed today. 

 

Pat moved adjourn the meeting: Jeff seconded. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 10:23 a.m. 

 

 
 

 

  


